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Abstract
Common fragile sites (CFSs) are present in a number of species and are considered a normal structural
feature of the eukaryotic chromosome. CFSs are regions of genetic instability prone to breaking under DNA
replication stress. Cancer is a possible result of DNA breaks that lead to a loss of heterozygosity (LOR) in the
cell. Mitotic homologous recombination is a method of DNA repair following a break from DNA instability.
Our experiments investigated the role of mitotic recombination in the development of LOH. Replication
stress was induced in Saccharomyces cerevisiae through the use of the GALl/lO promoter; this modified
promoter is dependent on the galactose concentration in the media for the expression of polymerase alpha.
We examined a strain with an intact fragile site (FS2 of the yeast chromosome III) as well as a control strain
with FS2 interrupted by a NAT gene. We hypothesized that DNA breaks at FS2 during mitosis, under
conditions of replication stress, would be repaired by homologous recombination. Higher frequencies of
mitotic recombination events leading to LOH were observed for the strain with an intact FS2 region, when
subjected to replication stress and compared with the control strain in conditions of unstressed growth (9.83
fold increase). Our data adds further support to LOH resulting from mitotic recombination following the
formation of fragile site breaks as the experimental strain under replication stress had higher frequencies of
mitotic recombination events than the control strain.
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Abstract
Common fragile sites (CFSs) are present in a number of species and are
considered a normal structural feature of the eukaryotic chromosome. CFSs are regions
of genetic instability prone to breaking under DNA replication stress. Cancer is a possible
result of DNA breaks that lead to a loss of heterozygosity (LOR) in the cell. Mitotic
homologous recombination is a method of DNA repair following a break from DNA
instability. Our experiments investigated the role of mitotic recombination in the
development of LOR. Replication stress was induced in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
through the use of the GALl/lO promoter; this modified promoter is dependent on the
galactose concentration in the media for the expression of polymerase alpha. We
examined a strain with an intact fragile site (FS2 of the yeast chromosome III) as well as
a control strain with FS2 interrupted by aNAT gene. We hypothesized that DNA breaks
at FS2 during mitosis, under conditions of replication stress, would be repaired by
homologous recombination. Higher frequencies of mitotic recombination events leading
to LOR were observed for the strain with an intact FS2 region, when subjected to
replication stress and compared with the control strain in conditions of unstressed growth
(9.83 fold increase). Our data adds further support to LOH resulting from mitotic
recombination following the formation of fragile site breaks as the experimental strain
under replication stress had higher frequencies of mitotic recombination events than the
control strain.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Background Information on Common Fragile Sites
Recent estimates of the prevalence of cancer, among the world's adult population,
included 28.8 million people as of 2008 (Bray et aI., 2013). Although numerous types of
abnormal cell functions can induce a cancerous state in the surrounding tissues, the study
offragile sites has been gaining interest in recent years; this is partially due to the
associations that have been found between common fragile sites and cancer development
(Arlt et al., 2003; Bester et aI., 2011). Common fragile sites (CFS) are regions of a
chromosome that show enhanced instability during periods of stressed replication (Arlt et
al., 2006; Glover et aI., 2005; Durkin and Glover, 2007). It is also hypothesized that CFSs
exhibit a tendency for genetic recombination to repair DNA breaks during metaphase of
the cell cycle (Wang, 2006).
Fragile sites are categorized as being either rare or common. This distinction is
drawn based on prevalence in the population as well as the context of structural
characteristics on the chromosomal and cellular levels (Durkin and Glover, 2007). Rare
fragile sites are present in less than 5% of the human population and result specifically
from massive expansion (increased copy number) of a di- or tri-nucleotide repeat
(Schwartz et aI., 2006). Expansion of these repeats can lead to the onset of various
genetic disorders in humans (pearson and Sinden, 1998). In contrast, common fragile
sites (CFS) are present in all mammals studied to date and are thought to be a naturally
occurring structural feature of mammalian chromosomes (Durkin and Glover, 2007;
Glover et aI., 1984). CFSs are large stretches of DNA up to 1Mbp long and have been
found to contain high concentrations of AT rich sequences. Normally CFSs exhibit stable
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behavior; it is under conditions of replication stress that DNA breaks occur at CFSs (Arit
et al., 2006; Glover et al., 2005; Durkin and Glover, 2007).
The early stages of cancer development especially have been linked to instability
at common fragile sites (Arit et al., 2006; Bester et a!., 2011; Ozeri-Galai et al., 2012). It
is thought that the replicative environment of DNA is somewhat stressed and slowed
during the early stages of cancer progression, thus long stretches of single stranded DNA
(ssDNA) are present (Ozeri-Galai et a!., 2012). Replication stress refers to an impaired
state of DNA replication in the cell. The preferred method of experimentally inducing
replication stress in mammalian cells involves exposing the cells to a compound such as
aphidicolin (Arlt et a!., 2003). Aphidicolin hinders the elongation of DNA during the
replication process; this is accomplished through the inhibition of DNA polymerases II
and /) (Glover et a!., 1984). When the cell has insufficient replicative machinery, a state
of replication stress is induced; a common component of current explanations for fragile
site breakage has been the collapse of replication forks during DNA synthesis under
stress (Walsh et al., 2013). Once broken, several routes can be taken by the cell to
minimize the harmful effects of the DNA damage that ensues.
1.2 Formation and Repair of Breaks at Common Fragile Sites
A. Common fragile site break formation mechanisms
There have been numerous hypotheses proposed to explain the underlying
mechanisms leading to breaks at human common fragile sites. The primary mechanisms
currently found in the literature are concerned with the sequence and its context. Context
here refers to epigenetic aspects, specifically, the cell's usage of origins of replication
where DNA synthesis begins (Letessier et al., 2011; Ozeri-Galai et a!., 2011). In
mammalian cells, origin use is epigenetically controlled, and both Ozeri-Galai et a!.
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(2011) and Letessier et ai. (2011) reported that increase in origin activation when the cell
is under replication stress allowed for the completion of DNA synthesis despite the less
than ideal conditions; they reported that fragile regions did not activate extra origins
needed under stressed conditions (Figure 1). The lack of origins, resulting in incomplete
replication during stressed conditions, could therefore be a contributing factor to break
formation in the stretches of DNA sequence deemed common fragile sites.
Epigenetic regulation is responsible for the activation of origins of replication
during DNA replication in human cells. The "origin paucity hypothesis" adresses how
break formation at common fragile sites could result from a lack of activated origins of
replication in the cell (Figure 1). CFS fragility can be partially attributed to the cell type,
i.e., that fragile site stability is in part epigenetically determined (Letessier et ai., 2011).
FRA3B is a well characterized CFS that has been shown to be the most frequently broken
CFS in human lymphocytes (Glover et aI., 1984). However, FRA3B is not the most
frequently broken CFS in human fibroblast cells (Letessier et aI., 2011). Therefore,
FRA3B has varying levels offragility depending on the cell type. In lymphoblasts,
activated origins of replication are relatively scarce in the FRA3B region, and in
fibroblasts, there are numerous active origins of replication in the FRA3B region
(Letessier et aI., 2011).
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Origin Rich DNA
Sequence
Origin Poor DNA
Sequence
Key:
• Indicates an active origin of DNA replication .
• Indicates the progress of replicated DNA.
I Indicates un.replicated DNA sequence.
Figure I :Origin Paucity Hypothesis Example
The lower half of the above figure shows the possibility of incomplete DNA
replicaiton in a cell that lacks sufficient activated origins of replicaiton; this is contrasted
with the sufficient origins of replication in the upper half that led to completed DNA
replication.
The DNA sequence within CFS regions has also been examined. There are
several components of the sequence that have been previously targeted for further
investigation of fragility. Among them are di- and trinucleotide repeats, inverted
transposable elements, and predicted usceptibility for secondary structure formation of
palindromic regions (Casper et a!., 2009). Excess single stranded DNA is frequently
cited as a prerequisite to the formation of secondary structures (Figure 2) often as a result
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ofa disconnected replisome (Feng et aI., 2011). DNA Polymerase alpha inhibition is
among the known methods of inducing fragile site instability (Casper et aI., 2008).
Inhibition of polymerase alpha can be acomplished by various methods depending on the
cell type, i.e., human cells respond to the drug aphidicolin for inhibition of polymerase
alpha but yeast cells do not as the yeast cell wall is impermeable to aphidicolin
(Arabshahi et aI., 1988). In yeast cells another method of inhibition using the regulation
of DNA polymersase alpha through galactose concentration of the growth media is
implemented that will be discussed futher in Chapter 2.
Figure 2: Example formation of a secondary, "hair-pin" structure.
The above figure displays a possible result of the presence of two inverted transposable
elements under replication stress. In this case, as well as in our study, limiting
polymerase alpha expression induced replication stress, as polymerase alpha-primase
complexes control the availability of primers for DNA replication. The large golden
arrow indicates the difference between the two replication forks shown in the figure.
The first fork has not had time to form secondary structures between the two
palindromic regions, while the other replication fork shows what happens when the
two transposable elements have had time to bond together. Notice the leading strand
requires fewer primers to replicate, where the lagging strand must continue to lay
down primers as the replication fork opens further. The small black arrows represent
primers; the slightly larger green and blue block arrows are the inverted transposable
elements and the directionality has been indicated to emphasize the impact of limiting
primase for a given direction during DNA replication.
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B. Common fragile site break repair mechanisms
Once a break in a CFS has occurred, there are several possibilities open to the cell
for response to the damage. The cell can repair double-strand breaks (DSBs) through
homologous recombination, stabilize the break through telomere capping, or it could fail
to address the break, which could lead to chromosome loss (Yim et al., 2014). There are
several types of homologous recombination repair pathways (Lambert et aI., 2010). A
reciprocal crossover (RCO), as the name implies, is the reciprocal exchange of genetic
information by two homologs. RCOs are one of the DNA repair mechanisms that a cell
might implement to restore genetic stability. A BlR (Break Induced Replication) event
entails a broken chromosome being repaired by copying off of the homologous
chromosome's DNA. According to Mitchel et al. (2010) the probability of a double-
stranded break being repaired through a cross-over (CO) event or a non-crossover (NCO)
event has to do with the length of the invading 3' end during the formation of the Holiday
Junction (HJ). They proposed that a longer 5' end resection, which would result in a
longer 3' end available for invasion of the homolog, in conjunction with the correct
direction ofHJ resolution, is more likely to produce a CO event than when re-sectioning
is shorter. Outcomes ofDSB repair are often, break induced replication (BlR), reciprocal
cross-over (RCO), or loss of the chromosome (distal to the break) entirely (Lemoine et
al.,2005).
Once a chromosome arm has been lost, or genetic material exchanged, the heterozygosity
of that chromosome is lost; the implications of this loss are described below.
C. Loss of heterozygosity
Chromosome loss and mitotic homologous recombination can both result in loss
of heterozygosity (LOH). LOH occurs when a section of the chromosome no longer
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contains both of the original sets of DNA, but instead contains a region with two copies
of the same sequence; this is often the result of repaired DNA damage. LOH at a
chromosomal locus has ties to cancer development. In part, the maintenance of normal
cellular division can be attributed to the protection provided by tumor suppressor and
proto-oncogenes in the chromosomes. When a region of a chromosome is lost or genetic
information in that region is copied from the homologous chromosome, the genetic
information in that region enters a state ofLOH (Casper et a1.,2012). The cell then has
fewer defenses to prevent the development of cancer if the aberration occurs in a region
possessing tumor suppressor genes and heterozygosity is lost (Kobayashi et a1., 2003).
The current thought on the mechanism behind CFS involvement in cancer
development suggests that instability at a CFS drives LOH during the early stages of
cancer progression in the cell. It is important to note that CFSs are typically stable in a
cell that is not experiencing replication stress (Glover et a1., 2005). In a cell that has
begun to experience delays in DNA replication, as frequently occurs in the early stages of
cancer, the fragile sites would become increasingly susceptible to breakage under these
more inhibited conditions (Arlt et aI., 2006; Bester et aI., 2011). It is in this way that the
initial replicative problems associated with early cancer development could stall the DNA
replication process enough to lead to further genetic aberrations, as the fragile sites
become more unstable and cancer progresses (Barlow et aI., 2013). Homologous
recombination that occurs during mitosis to repair the DNA damage induced by
replication stress in an early stage cancer could lead to LOH in the affected cell, thus
yielding further genetic problems.
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D. Saccharomyces cerevisiae as a Model Organism
Yeast and mammalian fragile sites contain both similarities and differences;
however, enough common traits are present for yeast, such as Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
to be used as excellent model organisms for the study offragile site breakage.
Mammalian common fragile sites contain base pair lengths of approximately 250 kb to 1
Mb, which are significantly longer than yeast CFSs (Durkin and Glover, 2007).
Mammalian fragile sites can contain greater than 100 kb of often AT-rich sequence,
particularly in rare fragile sites. Yeast fragile sites do not typically contain a significant
amount of AT -rich sequence (Lemoine et al., 2005; Zhang and Freudenreich, 2007).
However, the DNA sequence in both mammalian CFS and yeast fragile sites appear to
have the ability to form hairpin loops and other DNA secondary structures (Casper et aI.,
2009; Lukusa and Fryns, 2008).
Yeast fragile sites, like human common fragile sites, are particularly unstable
under conditions of replication stress. However in yeast, replication stress cannot be
controlled with aphidicolin. Mammalian cells do not have cell walls; S. cerevisiae does
possess a cell wall that blocks the entry of aphidicolin from gaining access to the
intracellular environment. For this reason, an alternate system of inducing replication
stress in yeast has been well established in previous studies (Lemoine et aI., 2005 and
Rosen et al., 2013). In this system, a galactose-regulatable promoter region is linked to
the yeast POLl gene, which acts to induce replication stress on the system. A more
detailed description of the galactose-regulatable promoter region can be found below in
the "Materials and Methods" chapter.
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E. Overview of hypothesis and experimental design
LOH can have deleterious implications for an affected cell. We examined the
relationship between mitotic recombination and the fragility of the fragile site, FS2. We
hypothesize that DNA breaks at FS2 during mitosis, under conditions of replication
stress, will be repaired by homologous recombination. Cultures containing both stressed
(no [galactose]) and unstressed (high [galactose]) were examined. The GAL-POLl
genetic system controlled the cell's POLl (primase) production to induce a state of
replication stress in the cell. Without adequate primase levels the replicative machinery
fails to function properly and replication forks can collapse along the chromosomes.
Homologous recombination has been shown to restart stalled replication forks (Lambert
et a1., 2010). Both strains Y383 and AMC301 are homozygous for the GAL-POLl genetic
system (Figure 3).
Both strains used in this experiment were homozygous for the GAL-POLl genetic
system (Figure 3). The POLl gene codes for the catalytic subunit of the primase
holoenzyme complex of S. cerevisiae; with this system, the amount of primase, and
therefore the level of replication stress, is controlled by the amount of galactose in the
growth medium (Table 1) (Lemoine et a1., 2005). The abundance or lack of primase in
the cell, as controlled by high or low galactose concentration, results in lack of replication
stress or replication stress, respectively. In wild-type yeast cells (without GAL-POLl) the
expression of POLl is unaffected by the concentration of galactose in the medium.
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Figure 3: Control of POLl expression with the GALl/lO promoter
Replication stress can be regulated through the use of a galactose regulatable
promoter region. In this way the expression of POLl, the gene for the catalytic subunit
of the yeast primase enzyme, is controlled by the concentration of galactose in the growth
media. KanMX4 is a drug markerfrom the parental strain that provides resistance to
kanamyacin.
We were able to successfully implement the previously published red-white
colony sectoring system to facilitate the identification of cells that have undergone
possible mitotic recombination events resulting from the replication stressed induced
instability (Ronne and Rothstein, 1988; Rosen et a!., 2013; Zimmermann et a!., 1975).
Selected colony halves were purified separately to ensure identical isolates were used
throughout the later stages of the experiment. Chromosomes were examined through the
use of restriction enzyme associated single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that were
present due to the 0.5% sequence divergence of the two homo logs of chromosome III.
SNP testing was done to determine if LOH had occurred at the SNP in question. In this
way, LOH could be roughly mapped by examining SNPs along the length of
chromosome III.
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Chapter 2: Materials and Methods
2.1 Overview of Yeast Strain Characteristics
A. Components on chromosomes other than chromosome III
In order to study mitotic recombination events at FS2, experiments were
performed on two different S. cerevisiae yeast strains; both strains were created by Rosen
et a!. (2013). The experimental strain will be referred to as AMC31O, and the control
strain, Y383. Y383 is an identical isolate of the strain Y382 described by Rosen et a!.
(2013). Construction details for both strains can be found in the corresponding paper. To
allow for the visualization of red-white colonies, the strains were homozygous for the
mutant gene ade2-1 as well as other important features such as FS2 and SUP4-o. The
presence of the mutant ade2-1 gene, instead of the wild-type copy, allowed for the build-
up of a red product in the sixth step of the adenine biosynthesis pathway (Figure 4), when
SUP4-o was not present due to fragile site activity. The build-up ofa red product is due
to the SUP4-o tRNA's ability to suppress the ochre stop codon's mutation; this
suppression allows for the completion of adenine production and a phenotypically off-
white colony. However, if the SUP4-o gene is inactivated, or simply not present, then the
red precursor product develops and a sectored colony is formed (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Adenine Biosynthesis Pathway and SUP4-0 Regulation.
The SUP4-0 tRNA suppresses the mutant version of the ade2 enzyme by continuing
through the ochre stop codon following the ade2 gene sequence. Colonies will appear
red in the absence of the SUP4-0 gene product (SUP4-0 tRNA) and colonies will appear
white when the SUP4-0 gene is present to bypass the stop codon. The color change was
used as an indicator of a DNA recombination event in mitosis.
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Media Type YPR+HG YPD
SR+HG (-ade- SR+HG(-
ar~) His)
Plate Liquid Plate Liquid Plate Plate
Raffinose 3 3 N/A N/A 3 3(%)
Peptone (%) 2 2 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Dextrose (%) N/A N/A 2 2 N/A N/A
Yeast I I I I N/A N/AExtract (%)
Agar (%) 3 N/A 3 N/A 3 3
Galactose 0.05 0.05 N/A N/A 0.05 0.05(%)
His Dropout N/A N/A N/A N/A N/Amix (%) 0.14
ade & arg
Dropout Mix N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.14 N/A
-(%)
Yeast
Nitrogen N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.17 0.17
Base (%)
Ammonium N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.5 0.5Sulfate (%)
Table 1: Media Compositions by Reagent Percentage.
The above table shows the ingredient percentages for all the media types used in our
experiments (other than deionized water, which makes up the remaining percentage for
any given media type listed above). High galactose (HG) and Low galactose (LG)
indicate the concentration of galactose used in the media and control the amount of
replication stress experienced by the cell.
B. Experimental system components of yeast chromosome III
AMC310 contained the intact version ofFS2, however, in Y383, aNAT gene, which
provides resistance to the drug nourseothricin, was inserted in between the two
transposable elements that make up FS2 (Goldstein and McCusker, 1999). The purpose
of the insertion described was to inactivate the fragile site, resulting in a control strain
that lacks a fragile FS2, while still retaining the interrupted sequence of the fragile site
itself. The method of inactivating a fragile site by way of physically distancing the
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transposable elements through the insertion of a drug resistance marker has been
previously established by Lemoine et al. (200S).
The diploids Y383 and AMC3l0 were made by mating together haploids that are
distantly related; one haploid is derived from strain NPDl (Lemoine et aI., 200S; Wei et
al., 2007a), which is closely related to the sequenced yeast strain in the Saccharomyces
Genome Database (SGD), therefore the chromosome III contributed by this haploid is
labeled "SGD". The other haploid is derived from strain YJM789, therefore the
chromosome III contributed by this haploid is labeled "YJM" (Wei et al., 200Th). The
SGD and YJM homologous chromosomes III utilized in the experiment possess a 0.5%
sequence divergence. This divergence results in many single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs between the two homologs. Many of these SNPs affect restriction enzyme sites,
such that at a particular SNP site, one homolog of chromosome III is cut by an enzyme,
and the other homolog is not cut. These SNP differences are employed in our analysis of
events that occur on chromosome III.
The Y383 and AMC310 strains also had certain distinct structural features on
their chromosomes III. The SGD chromosome of AMC3l 0 held the intact version of
FS2; the YJM chromosome of AMC310 had the SUP4-o gene and did not have FS2.
Instead, the YJM chromosome has a region of homology composed of the centromere
distal Tyl transposable element of which FS2 is composed. As the other Tyl element is
not present, there is no palindromic sequence with which the distal transposable element
can bind with to form a DNA secondary structure. Secondary structure formation by the
inverted pair ofTyl elements is required for breaks to form at FS2 (Lemoine et ai, 200S).
The presence of the non-fragile region of homology on the YJM homolog of
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chromosome III allows the cell to have a sequence to implement homologous
recombination DNA repair mechanisms without being inherently fragile itself. The SGD
chromosome of Y3 83, on the other hand, had an inactivated FS2 (the NAT insert between
the two Tyl elements ofFS2) and also supported the SUP4-o gene. The YlM
chromosome ofY383 only has the region of homology. Diagrams indicating the relevant
structural features can be seen below in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Diagrams ofY383 and AMC310 Strain Features.
The experimental strain (pictured on the left). AMC 310. contains several key features.
including an intact fragile site at FS2, on the SGD chromosome, and a region of
homology for the lower transposable (Tyl) element on the other chromosome (YJM). The
blue ovals represent the centromeres present. The blue arrows are the transposable
elements that make up the FS2 and the region of homology. SGD and Y.JM refer to the
respective chromosomal names of the cromosomes present in this study. The two
chromosomes picturedfor both the experimental and control strains represent only the
third chromosome of the 16 linear chromosomes orS. cerevisae. Note that SUP4-0 is
present on the distal end of the YJM chromosome. All chromosomes pictured are the
third (JII) chromosome ofS. cerevisiae. The control strain (right), Y383, also has the
region of homology on chromosome YJM to allow for repair off of the homologous
chromosome. The location ofSUP4-0 in the control strain Y383 is on the SGD
chromosome instead of the YJM chromosome. The fragile site in the control strain
contains both of the original Ty1elements, but the fragile nature of FS2 has been
subdued through the insertion of the NAT gene. Present on other chromosomes are the
GAL-POll construct and the mutant genes ade2/ade2. The purpose of the GAL-POL 1
construct is to allow the control orreplication stress through our experimental
mechanism. The mutant genes ade2/ade2 are present for red-white colony sectoring that
defines our method of colony selection. There is also a 0.5% sequence divergence
between the two homologs of chromosome III that permit single nucleotie polymorphism
(SNP) testing, which has been described in more detail below.
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2.2 Experimental Procedure
A. Strain growth conditious
All initial inoculations, for both Y383 and AMC 310, were grown for
approximately 20-24 hours in a 300C test tube shaker at 300 rpm, in 5ml ofYPR+HG
media to ensure proper and un-stressed growth for all strains involved (regardless of the
treatments that they would be assigned to later on for the experiments themselves). All
media compositions are listed in Table 1. Cells were sedimented by centrifugation (5,000
x g) of the inoculated culture I mL at a time; this was followed by a thorough wash of
each cell pellet with I mL sterile, distilled H20 (mixing was accomplished by vortexing
the samples for 10 seconds) to ensure the previous media would not remain to influence
further treatments of the cell pellet. The washed cell pellet was re-suspended in either 5
mL ofYPR+HG or 5 ml ofYPD liquid media for 6 hours in a 300C test tube shaker. The
YPD liquid media contained no galactose, and through our system, this imposed a state of
replication stress on the cells within that treatment. The cell pellets re-suspended in the
YPR+HG liquid media, however, had galactose present in more than sufficient levels
(300% expression of POL! through the GAL-POLl genetic system) to prevent excessive
replication stress on the replicating cells (Lemoine et aI., 2005). At the six-hour time
point, cell density was calculated through the use of a DU 800 Spectrophotometer with
the optical density of the culture at 600nm (OD600).Samples were initially diluted
through 1:5 dilutions prior to obtaining the ODwo readings. Only ODwo readings within
the range of 0.2 and 1.2 were used. Serial dilutions were done in order to plate the cell
cultures in such a way that the cell density yielded 250-300 colonies per plate. However,
more than 250-300 cells were place on each plate due to the diminished viability of the
cells A frequent target was 900 cells per plate for the YPD treatment and 600 for the
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YPR+HG treatment. The higher cell number for the YPD treatment was due to the lower
viability of the cells grown in a cellular environment that was under stress (due to the
absence of galactose in the media). Plates were kept in a 300C incubator for 4-5 days to
permit colony growth, followed by 1-2 days in a 40C refrigerator to allow time for
further definition of the red color to develop.
Figure 6: A Sectored Colony Example
Note that the red side of the sectored is smaller than the white side. as growth is slightly
hinderedfilr the red cells due to the inhibited adenine biosynthesis pathway. The red and
white sides were purified separately. so the respective genetic alterations could be
identified independently. The other three (pink) colonies pictured would not be selected
forfurther analysis, because their coloration does not indicate that a genetic change has
occurred on chromosome III
B. Colony screening and DNA extraction
The total number of colonies on each plate was determined, and then colony
screening was accomplished through the use of our red-white sectoring system. In this
system, sectoring can result from mitotic recombination events of interest, as explained in
section 2E, below. An example sectored colony and three un-sectored colonies can be
seen in Figure 6, Other possibilities for red-white sectoring include the presence of a
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wedge-shaped alteration in color as opposed to the more evenly distributed split down the
middle. If at least half or one-fourth of the colony presented as red, these colonies were
chosen for preliminary analysis. If the red portion of a colony was less than one-fourth,
or if the red portion of the colony was completely centered on the white portion below
and not in contact with the media itself, these were not chosen for further analysis.
The red and white sides of identified sectored colonies were analyzed separately.
To obtain a pure isolate from each side, the red and white halves were streaked out (to
streak for single colonies) on SR+HG-Ade-Arg plates (see Table 1 for media
composition). SR+HG-Ade-Arg plates had high concentrations of galactose to prevent
undue replication stress; they also contained an amino acid drop-out mix (-Ade-Arg)
which was used to force the cells to implement the adenine biosynthesis pathway (Figure
4) that allows for better visualization of the sectored colonies present. One red colony
and one white colony from each streak were patched on YPR+HG plates. Further
screening was done at both of the stages described (streaking for single colonies and red-
white sector patches). If the red and white halves of a sectored colony failed to
demonstrate markedly different colors at each stage, then they were not included in the
remainder of the analysis.
C. PCR amplification
DNA was extracted from the purified red and white halves of each sectored
colony using the previously published a boil-freeze method (Ward, 1992). Colony-sized
cell clusters were immersed in 20-50!!1 sterile distilled H20. Samples were incubated for
6 minutes at lOocC followed by incubation for a minimum of 10 minutes at -80cC. The
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cells in each sample were pelleted by centrifugation at 6,000 rpm, and the supernatant
was used to supply template DNA for the process ofPCR.
Colony peR was used to amplify regions of chromosome III surrounding SNPs.
All colony PCR was done in a 10111total reaction volume (Ward, 1992). The
concentration of each c'omponent for colony PCR was as follows:. 5111of 2)( GoTaq@
. , : - :';'. ' . , ~,. . .• • I .
from Prom ega (Fitchburg; WI, USA), 4111ofboil~freezesuPtlrnatant, 0.5111of 10mM
~. (
primer I, and 0.5111of 10mM primer 2. All primer sequ'ences used in our analysis are
listed in Table 2. All primers were synthesized by IntegratedDNA Technologies
(Coralville, lA, USA), Thefollowing thermocyc1er parameter~were ~pplied to all
samples for colony PCR: I X (94.0°C for 2'),35 X (94.0oC for 30\ 5"0.0?Cfor 30", and
72.0oC for 30"), IX (72.0°C for 7').
D. Restriction enzyme digests .and agarose gel electrophoresis .
~ • r • • •
Amplified productS from colony PCR reactions Were subjected to restriction
enzyme (RE)digests for.SNP analysis. T)1eRE digest solurloncontained 101.11PCR
." . . .' '. '.
product, 0.5 1.11of the respective restriction enzyme (Table 3) for a given cut site with. ", -\. . ~. , . . .. ,.' ,
approximately 0.38 to 0.77 units of enzyme activity per PCR reaction, 1.251.11buffer 4
I .• C;. . .
from New England BioLabs (Ipswich, MA, USA), and -1.251.11sterile distilled H20. All
, , 1 , '0
REs were purchased from New.EnglandBioLaos (Ipswich; MA;USA). Agarose gel
.~~; _.
electrophoresis in 2% agarose gels containing O.3X GelRed from VWR International
(Radnor, PA, USA) was used to separate the products of restriction digests. To visualize
. the banding patterns, agarose gels were viewed under UV light. A 100bp DNA ladder
2S
Cut
Units of
S Full RE
N PCR PCR Product
Products activity
Sizes
P Forward Reverse Chromosome size (bp) (bp) Polymorphic per 0.5
# Primer Primer RE RE Cuts Site (b~) ill
AMC AMC
I 281 282 NinfJ SGD 452 282/170 120340 5
AMC AMC
2 301 302 MsoI YlM 442 288/154 164273 10
AMC AMC
3 305 306 BanI YlM 298 192/106 175324 10
AMC AMC
4 313 314 HinfJ YlM 351 229/122 193671 5
AMC AMC
5 317 318 NinfJ SGD 428 250/178 201157 5
AMC AMC
6 337 338 HinfI YlM 355 233/100 246475 5
AMC AMC
7 353 354 Msnl YlM 466 284/182 289633 10
AMC AMC
8 357 358 Rsal YlM 353 226/127 298875 5
Table 3: Restriction Enzyme Information
The restriction enzymes (REs) in this table correspond to the forward and reverse AMC
primers in the same row. The SNP site is listed in the rightmost column. The "SNP #s"
listed in the second to left most column are arbitrary numbers; they simply signifY the
order of the RE cut sites along the chromosome III, from centromere proximal to
centromere distal. The chromosome that the RE cuts in AMC 310 is listed in the right
middle column. In the Y383 strains note that the chromosome cut is opposite; for
example, in Y383 the RE Hinf1 cuts on YJM instead of SGD. The units of enzyme activity
per 0.5pI are shown in the left most column.
E. Determination of the event responsible for red/white colony sectoring
Red/white sectored colonies can result from a variety of events that affect the
SUP4-o locus, including chromosome loss (Figure 7), reciprocal cross over (RCO)
(Figure 8), break-induced replication (BIR) (Figure 9), gene conversion (Figure 10), and
point mutation at SUP4-0, which would produce results similar to those shown in GC of
the SUP4-o locus.
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Figure 7: Formation of a Sectored Colony as a result of Chromosome loss (CL).
In the case of chromosome loss, the extent (}fDNA repair seen with RCOs, BIRs, and GC
events is not actualized. Instead, following DNA synthesis in S-phase, the break occurs,
but there is no strand invasion that would lead to the other types of homologous
recombination of interest in this study. For the two strains used in this study only the
strain with FS2 and SUP4-0 canform sectored colonies from both metaphase alignments
present for the third chromosome. Recall that the absence of afunctional SUP4-0 gene
produces the red coloring of a red/white sectored colony under our experimental
conditions. Also note that ade2/ade2 was present, on another un-pictured chromosome.
The black circles/ovals represent centromeres present on the third S. cerevisiae
chromosome. A sectored colony would most probably result from a chromosome
containing both FS2 and SUP4-0, with the other chromosome lacking both of those
features; Y383, our control strain, most closely follows this chromosomal layout. The
example pictured is a model of the experimental strain, AMC 310, as is shown in the
other DNA repair and sectored colony formation examples. In a case such as the one
pictured in this figure, it might appear that a sectored colony has formed because of the
color difference between the pinkish-white and bright-white sides of the heterozygous and
homozygous sides, respectively.
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Figure 8: Formation of a Sectored Colony as a result of Reciprocal Crossover (RCO).
After DNA synthesis in S-phase a break is repaired by reciprocal cross over (RCO) in the
figure above. The way the chromosomes line up along the metaphase plate, (only
referring to chromosome III) can lead to two possible results. One of these results is
undetectable by our methods of event selection, as both sides retain a copy of the SUP4-0
gene. The half red color of a sectored colony can only arise through our experimental
system with the absence of afunctional SUP4-0 gene. For this reason, the observed RCO
event frequencies were multiplied by two, in order to account for the other unidentified
half of the events. The ade2/ade2 is present on another chromosome (not pictured) to
yield the development of red color in the absence of the SUP4-0 gene.
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Suppressed, color: white
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Suppressed, color: white
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ade2/ade2
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Formation of a Sectored colony
Figure 9: Formation of a Sectored Colony as a result of break-induced replication (BlR).
The above figure shows SIR used to repair a DNA break following S-phase. The
sectored colony examples shown are the two possible results for the division of
chromosome III along the metaphase plate. Unlike the RCOdiagram above (Figure 8)
both SIR possibilities can be detected through the absence of the SUP4-o gene, as both
yield a half-colony color change; this is due to the presence of the ade2jade2 genes on
another (un-pictured) chromosome.
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Figure 10: Formation of a Sectored Colony as a result of Gene Conversion (GC). As with
the other DNA break examples listed. the black circles represent centromeres, the blue
bars are chromosomes that contain FS2, and the green bars are chromosomes that
contain SUP4-0; our experimental strain contains this particular arrangement. Y383,
however, has both FS2 and SUP4-0 on the same chromosome arm. For gene conversion
to be identified by the experimental system implemented, the GC must have knocked out
SUP4-0 to have the red color, and secOl'ed colony formation develop.
An initial screening was done by colony PCR and restriction enzyme digest to
differentiate the sectored colonies that resulted from LOH events near the SUP4-0 locus
from those associated with a point mutation at the SUP4-0 locus; the reason being that
only the sectored colonies from LOH events were pertinent to the topic of this study. The
primers used for the initial PCR screening depended on the strain (Y383 or AMC31 0).
For AMC 310 three primers were used: the forward primer, AMC396, and the two
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reverse primers, AMC275 and AMC397 (Table 2 and Figure II). The presence of the
YlM chromosome and SGD chromosome were differentiated through the band patterns
that resulted from the three primers (AMC275, AMC 396, and AMC397) had an
approximately -350bp product and a -300bp product, respectively. If there is only a
point mutation that inactivates SUP 4-0, the initial screening will reveal a heterozygous
product. However, ifLOH has occurred, then there would be a homozygous result, i.e.,
two of the same bands, which would appear as one band on the agarose gel as the base
pair length is the same. The initial genotyping PCR for the Y383 strain was done with
primers AMC353 and AMC354 (Table 2), which amplify a SNP located near SUP4-o.
The YlM and SGD chromosome had different cut sites to ensure accurate and
interpretable results that differed on the chromosome and chromosome site that was cut
by a given restriction enzyme.
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Figure II: Initial screening for LOH induced sectored colonies.
The chromosome map in the upper portion provides orientation for the location of this
PCR reaction. In the presence ofSUP4-0 the band size is -350bp as shown above from
forward primer AMC396 and reverse primer AMC 397. However, in the absence of the
SUP4-0 gene there is a -300bp product that results from the fonvard AMC396 primer
and the reverse AMC 275 primer; this amplified region contains the canI-IOO gene
which is homologous to SUP4-0, but is not relevant to this study. The reverse primer
AMC 275 then produces the smaller product with the AMC 396. The lower half of the
figure shows an example agarose gel layout for the PCR product that would result. The
colors of the sectored colony halves purified for DNA are indicated as red (R) or white
(W) below the example agarose gel band patterns.
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After the initial screening, all sectored colonies with loss of heterozygosity at the
SUP4-o locus were further analyzed. Eight SNPs along the right arm of yeast
chromosome III were amplified and digested with the appropriate diagnostic restriction
enzyme (Table 3). The 0.5% sequence divergence present between the two homologs
allowed the use of SNP analysis. Specific restriction endonucleases (Table 3) were used
in reactions with their corresponding PCR products to isolate the cut site present for any
of the eight SNPs tested. The amplified PCR products contained the enzyme cut site on
only one of the two homo logs. The PCR product size would then vary based on the
homologs present. Recall that the cut and or uncut DNA segments were separated
through the use of agarose gel electrophoresis. The relative band sizes could then be
visualized in the agarose gel. Band patterns observed through agarose gel electrophoresis
indicated if genetic information from the YJM homolog, SOD homolog, or both, were
present at each SNP. See Figure 12 for an example of how this SNP analysis can be used
to construct chromosome maps of the events observed.
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Figure 12: Agarose Gels for SNP Analysis Example
Two agarose gel images are pictured above with corresponding chromosome maps
below of a break induced replication (BIR) event In the example BIR event shown
here, repair was initiated between SNPl and SNP2. Note that the gene, SUP4-o is only
present in the cells from the white side of the sectored colony. The letter "H"indicates
the banding patterns were that of a heterozygote; "S"and "Y" indicate that the seD
and YJMchromosomes were present, respectively. The diamond shaped markers along
the seD and YJMchromosomes represent the chromosome with the cut site of the
restriction enzyme for that SNP. The circles represent the homologous sequence of the
SNP (with a polymorphism that eliminates the restriction enzyme cut site). Present on
each intact SeD chromosome was FS2. The exact location of each SNP, peR primers
for each SNP, and diagnostic restriction enzyme for each SNP are reported in Table 3.
Chapter 3: Results
3.1 Replication stress leads to a higher frequency of mitotic recombination on yeast
chromosome III
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There were 34,546 total colonies screened during this study, of those, the number
ofLOH events that caused sectoring for Y383 HG treatments was highest in YPD
treatments with 19 events; of the AMC 310 treatments the YPD treatments also produced
the most LOH events (Table 4).
The frequency of sectored colonies in cells under replication stress (low
galactose) was compared to the frequency of sectored colonies in un-stressed cells (high
galactose) for both the experimental and the control strains (Table 5). Recall that the
experimental strain has an intact fragile region and the control strain has an interrupted
fragile region. A region of homology for homologous recombination is present on the
other chromosome that does not contain FS2. Both strains have the galactose inducible
system but only AMC31 0 has an active fragile site (FS2).
We observed that both the control and the experimental strains had a greater
frequency of sectored colonies resulting from loss of heterozygosity (LOH) events when
grown in low galactose concentrations (p = 0.0201 andp < 0.001 for Y383 and AMC310,
respectively, by chi-square contingency table). Statistical analyses were done using
Vassar Stats (http://vassarstats.net). Chromosome loss was included in this comparison,
despite not being a type of mitotic recombination, because it was an event that led to
LOH. The frequency of sectored colonies resulting from LOH events was calculated by
dividing the respective LOH event number by the total number of colonies screened for
the given treatment.
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Sectored
Total # colonies R Chromo
Strain Treatment Colonies
No resnlting C BIR Loss
Plated Change from 0 (CL)LOB
events
Control HG 9121 9117 4 0 2 2
(Y383) NG 7573 7557 19 0 9 10
Experimental HG 10664 10656 8 0 5 3
(AMC 310) NG 7188 7157 31 2 21 8
Table 4: Event Numbers per Treatment for AMC310 and Y383.
7he above table shows the total number of colonies per media treatment as well as the
numerical breakdown of events per event type. The numbers of colonies without an
observable event, by our screening mechanism, were listed in the "No Change" category.
HG represents the high galactose concentration (YPR+HG) and NG represents the low
galactose (YPD) medium. The media composition can befound in Table J.
We next compared the respective event ratios among the three main event types
studied (RCO, BIR, and CL) in both Y383 and AMC 310 cells. Another chi-square
analysis was performed to test the statistical significance of the null hypothesis, which
stated; cells exposed to replication stress (no galactose) experience a similar ratio of
RCO, BIR, and chromosome loss events as cells not exposed to stress (high galactose).
The null hypothesis could not be rejected, as p = 0.9003 and p = 0.6538, respectively for
Y383 and AMC310, by chi-square contingency table). Therefore, although a state of
replication stress increases the total frequency of LOH events resulting in red-white
sectoring in both strains Y383 and AMC310, there was no change in the relative ratio of
LOH event types between stressed and non-stressed conditions.
3.2 The presence of FS2 leads to an increase in recombination events under
replication stress conditions.
The experimental strain, AMC31O, contains fragile site FS2, while the control
strain, Y383, is not fragile at this site. Under non-stress conditions (high galactose), we
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observed a 1.71-fold increase in the frequency ofLOH events causing sectoring in the
experimental strain (AMC 310) relative to the control strain (Y383) (Table 5). We
evaluated this difference statistically by a chi-square contingency table, with this null
hypothesis: Under high galactose conditions, Y383 and AMC31 0 have the same
frequency ofLOH events on chromosome III. The null hypothesis could not be rejected,
as the p value was 0.8158; this indicates that AMC 310 and Y383 did not have a different
frequency of breaks in HG conditions. Low galactose induced a state of replication stress,
which was responded to by the active fragile site in AMC31 0 (FS2). There was an event
fold increase of 9.83 when compared to the HG treatment of the control strain, as
opposed to Y383, which had a 5.72-fold increase in event frequency. To evaluate this
difference, we tested this null hypothesis in our chi-squared analysis: Y383 exposed to
LG have the same frequency of events as AMC310 exposed to low gal. This null
hypothesis was rejected (p = 0.0039, by chi-square contingency table), indicating that the
greater frequency ofLOH events in AMC31 0 under replication stress is statistically
significant. Both the YPR+HG and YPD media appeared to have roughly doubled their
event frequencies when the AMC310 and Y383 fold changes were compared for a given
treatment (Table 5).
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Strain Treatment
Total frequency of LOH events Fold change in total
causing sectoring event frequency
Control HG 4.385E-04 1.00
(Y383) LG 2.509E-03 5.72
Experimental HG 7.502E-04 1.71
(AMC310) LG 4.313E-03 9.83
Table 5: Total Event Numbers with Event Fold Changes.
The total frequency of sectored colonies in each strainfor each condition is shown along
with the fold changes, using high galactose (HG) treatment ofY383 as a reference. YPR
with a high galactose concentration is abbreviated "HG" and YFD is shown as low
galactose (LG).
The frequency of each type of event leading to sectoring (Rca, BIR, and CL) is
reported in Table 6. Frequencies for BIR and chromosome loss were calculated by
dividing the total number of sectored colonies for a given event type by the total number
of events screened. The frequency of RCa was calculated by dividing the total number of
sectored colonies for that event type by the total number of events screened, then
multiplying by two to account for the RCa events that are undetected due to segregation
(refer to Figure 8). Chromosome loss occurred at a frequency of 2.19 x 10.4 events per
colony in the control strain under non-stress conditions; the greatest frequency of
chromosome loss was found in the treatment under replication stress, the experimental
strain, with a frequency of 2.92 x 10.3 events per colony. For the frequencies of BIR, the
lowest was in the control strain grown under conditions of non-replication stress with a
frequency of 2.19 x 10.4 and the highest was from the experimental strain grown under
replication stress with a frequency of2.92 x 10-3 events per colony. The only RCOs
observed were found in the replication stress treatments of the experimental strain with
an event frequency of 2.78 x 10.4
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Total frequency Total frequency Total frequency
Strain Treatment
of RCOevents of BIR events of CLevents
causing causing causing
sectoring sectoring sectoring
Control HG 0 2.19E-04 2.19E-04
(Y383) LG 0 1.19E-03 1.32E-03
Experimental HG 0 4.69E-04 2.81E-04
(AMC 310) LG 2.78E-04 2.92E-03 1.11E-03
Fold change in Fold change in Fold change in
Strain Treatment RCOevent BIR event CLevent
frequency frequency frequency
Control HG 1 1 1
(Y383) LG 1 5.4 6.0
Experimental HG 1 2.1 1.3
(AMC 310) LG 1 13.3 5.1
Table 6: Event Frequencies for AMC310 and Y383.
The frequencies for reciprocal cross over (RCO), break induced replication (BIR), and
chromosome loss (CL) events are shown above. As explained in Figure 8, the RCO event
frequency was multiplied by two, to account for the 50% of events that went undetected.
All others were calculated by dividing the events of the respective type observed by the
total colony count for the strain and treatment in question.
3.3 Location of mitotic recombination events on chromosome III
Eight points along chromosome III of S. cerevisiae were examined through SNP
testing, as described in Figure 12. Testing this panel of SNPs allows us to determine
what type of event has occurred (BIR, RCO, or chromosome loss), and in the case ofBIR
or RCO, it allows us to determine where the recombination event was initiated. In Figure
13 and Table 7, the results of the SNP testing are summarized. The experimental strain
under replication stress (Low Galactose concentration) presented the highest
concentration of recombination events initiated near the fragile region (represented as the
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vertical green bar in Figure 13) SNPs #s 2 and 3 flank FS2 and they are at 164273bp and
175324bp, respectively; FS2 spans a distance of -12.28 kb and is located in-between
SNPs #2 and #3 (Rosen et aI., 2013). Also present in the experimental strain under
stressed conditions (Low Galactose concentration) was an accumulation of events 5' of
SNP#6. Six total recombination events appeared to occur for AMC 310 in the LG
treatment at SNP #6, which represented 26% of the total recombination events in the
AMC 310 LG treatment. SNP 6 is located on chromosome III at base 246475. The
buildup of events at this location is discussed in more detail in the Discussion section.
Y383 LG had nine recombination events near the fragile region and Y383 HG had two
events total, however, only one was close in proximity to the fragile site.
SNP
Distance
Events per Events per Events per kb, Events per kb,
between
Interval
SNPs (kb)
kb, Y383 HG kb, Y383 LG AMC310 HG AMC310 LG
1 to 2 43933 0 9.10E-OS 6.83E-OS 0.137
2 to 3 110S1 9.0SE-OS 4.S2E-04 9.0SE-OS 0.909
3to4 18347 0 0 0 0
4toS 7486 1.34E-04 0 0 0.133
S to 6 4S318 0 0 2.21E-OS 0.132
6to 7 431S8 0 0 0 0
7 to 8 9242 0 0 0 0
Events per kb
averaged across 3.20E-OS 7.76E-OS 2.S8E-OS 0.129
entire arm of chr III:
Table 7: Initiation ofBIR and RCO Events per IntelVal on chromosome III
The number of events per /dlobase pairs were examined to add clarity to the
accumulation of events at the 6th SNP of /fMC 310 low galactose (LG). The number of
events in the area was divided by the inter-SNP base pair length. Note, the "2 to 3" SNP
interval is the one that houses FS2.
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Figure 13: Analysis of the location ofBIR and RCa events: Events per SNP Site.
The blue bars represent the number of events observed at each SNP site for Y383 or
AMe3l0 in either low or high [galactose} conditions. The green line represents the
location ofFS on chromosome Ill. Also, note that the SUP4-o locus is located in between
SNP #6 (246475) and SNP #7 (289633), approximately l59kb centromere distal (Rosen
et al., 2013)
Chapter 4: Discussion and Conclusion
4.1 Analysis of Homologous Recombination Data
A. Analysis ofLOH event frequencies
We observed an increase in the frequency of homologous recombination events
on yeast chromosome III as a result of replication stress. The galactose inducibility of the
system served as a general model for a number of possible scenarios where the cell was
experiencing less than ideal conditions for replication; as has been discussed previously,
the state of replication stress is often a characteristic of early stage cancer cells (Arit et
al., 2006). The recombination event frequencies can be found in Table 6. The only full
RCOs observed occurred in the experimental strain (AMC31 0) under LG growth
conditions. The experimental strain contained the intact fragile site, FS2. Growth in LG
media provided higher levels of replication stress than HG, per the GAL-POLl genetic
system present in the yeast strains used. The control strain (Y383), grown in HG media,
had the lowest frequency of events. Our hypothesis was supported, DNA breaks at FS2
during mitosis, under conditions of replication stress, appeared to be repaired by
homologous recombination. The experimental strain from the LG and HG treatments
always had a higher frequency of events than the control strain of the respective
treatment; other than for RCOs, which were all absent except for two events in the
AMC310 of the LG treatment that was described above (Table 4). Other studies have
found higher frequencies of recombination events, particularly cross over events; Vim et
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al. (2014) examined much larger portions of the yeast genome and found that
roughly 40% of the studied events ended in a cross over. As previously mentioned,
Rosen et al. (2013) also found higher frequencies ofRCOs. The work ofYim et al.
(2014) covered a significant portion of the genome with fragile inverted
transposable elements present. Rosen et al. (2013) also used yeast but focused on
the yeast chromosome III and FS2 the same fragile site of interest in this study. It
seems probable that the sample size was a limiting factor in our study as well as the
resolution of the SNP testing done; by increasing the number of points along the
chromosome examined through SNP testing one increases the resolution of the data.
The fold changes calculated supported our hypothesis as well and can be found in
Table 5. It is important to note that the event fold changes always increased when
comparing Y383 to AMC310 or HG to LG (e.g. replication stress and the presence of the
intact FS2 both increased the prevalence of homologous recombination during mitosis.)
The most significant fold increase occurs when comparing the event numbers ofY383
from the YPR+HG treatment to those of the AMC310 YPD treatment (LG). The Y383
(HG) treatment was the control strain, while given unstressed replicative conditions. It
was for this reason that all other strains-treatment combinations where compared to what
should be the baseline level of homologous recombination events.
The underlying trends that our data supported were consistent with the work done
by Rosen et al (2013). That is to say, replication stress induced mitotic recombination
and strains with a fragile site present showed an increase in mitotic recombination
activity as well. One difference present was the raw number of total colonies screened
and selected for further analysis. Rosen et aI., (2013) screened roughly 14,000-30,000
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colonies per treatment; the treatments in this study were all in the colony numbers range
of the low 7,000s to low 10,000s. It is possible that this study simply did not screen
enough colonies per treatment to have a robust yield ofRCOs. Rosen et al. (2013) found
a frequency of 202 x 10-5 for RCOs compared to the 2.78 x 10-4 that we observed for the
same strain (AMC 310) under stressed conditions. With that being said, given previous
studies, it does follow that the RCO numbers would fall in a range below that of the BlR
for mitotic recombination. Mitotic recombination is about DNA repair; it follows that
mitotic recombination appears to favor RCOs over non-reciprocal crossovers that might
leave unresolved DNA damage (Andersen and Sekelsky, 2010).
B. Analysis of recombination event locations
Recall that we hypothesized that DNA breaks at FS2 during mitosis, under
conditions of replication stress, will be repaired by homologous recombination. The SNP
analyses to determine the location of recombination event initiation further supported our
hypothesis. We observed that more events accumulated in the regions flanking the intact
FS2 in AMC31 O. Also present, was an accumulation of events in the LG treatments
tested, showing a particularly dense compilation of recombination events in the LG
treatment of the experimental strain, AMC310 (7.75 fold increase in events). TheLG
treatment ofY383 still had a higher frequency of events (4.75 fold increase), than the HG
treatment ofY383; however, much less recombination was evident in Y383 (LG) than in
AMC310 (LG). While SNP analysis does not show exactly where a break occurred, it
can indicate which chromosomes segments are present in a particular region. The
information yielded can provide essential information about any potential changes in
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heterozygosity. An anomaly of note was found in the accumulation of recombination
events present at the 6th SNP (246475bp) of the AMC310 (LG) treatment. As mentioned
previously, 26% of the events for the AMC 310 LGtreatment were found on SNP #6.
With that being said, the probable cause for this apparent aberration in the data is low
"resolution" of data points from only eight SNP sites along the chromosome. The raw
base pair difference present between the 6th SNP and the preceding SNP was similar to
the base pair difference between the 2nd SNP and the 1sj SNP; it would be the difference
of roughly 45,318 and 43,933, respectively. No such anomalies were found at the 6th
SNP of the Rosen et a!. (2013) study.
4.2 Implications of a Higher Frequency of Mitotic Recombination
Common fragile sites have been reported as drivers of early cancer development
through oncogenic amplification and deletion of tumor suppressors (Tsantoulis et al.,
2007). Homo!ogous recombination during mitosis was examined in order to better
understand possible mechanisms of fragile site breaks. LOH induced by mitotic
recombination events from fragile site instability was the primary area of interest.
Homologous recombination events, such as RCOs and BIRs, do lead to intact
chromosomal arms. However, this genetic recombination, by copying off of the
homologous chromosome, leaves the cell in a state ofLOH (Casper et a!., 2012).
Chromosome loss can occur from a lack of homologous recombination, and as a result,
can lead to DNA breaks and LOH as well. The results of our study support previous work
that also found homologous recombination to result in cells exposed to a stressed
replicative environment (Arlt et a!., 2006; Casper et a!., 2012; Rosen et a!., 2013).
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4.3 Conclusion
Studies done on the underlying mechanisms of illness progression are necessary
for advancement of both research and our understanding of medical treatments. Cancer is
a major cause of human mortality. For more clinical means of examination to progress,
there must first be a thorough groundwork laid out that helps us to understand the innate
properties of the problem itself. In this study, we examined the nature of homologous
recombination and its probable role in the repair of DNA breaks at common fragile sites
under replication stress. Our system used the naturally occumng fragile site, FS2, on the
right arm of the yeast chromosome TIl in S. cerevisiae. The yeast cells were used as
model organisms to examine what has the potential to occur in mammalian somatic cells.
More work on the properties of fragile site breaks is warranted, as we do not yet
understand the exact cause of DNA breaks in a number of different circumstances.
Specific to this study, increasing the number SNP sites tested would help to add
additional clarity and increased resolution to the results already obtained. As for the
study of fragile sites in general, further investigation into the origins paucity hypothesis
could be beneficial, especially to future work examining the overlap of the prevailing
hypotheses, such as the origin paucity hypothesis. While epigenetic regulation, and thus,
origin activation is not directly tied to the sequence itself, there could be converging
characteristics. Perhaps a link between epigenetic tagging and secondary structure
formation could be a potential issue in the fragility of DNA fragile regions. Although
there are several avenues for future investigation, this study has provided additional
support for the role of mitotic recombination, resulting from fragile site instability, as a
potential mechanism for cancer development as a result of the LOR that follows.
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